1. Introduction and results. The problem is examined of how close ap/q lies to an integer for an infinity of rational numbers p/q from a certain class, and, in particular, of how this proximity depends on the real constant a. It turns out, roughly speaking, that ap/q is not too close to an integer for most a. There exists, however, an uncountable set of a for which ap/q is very close to an integer for an infinity of p/q. Certain subsets of this set can be constructed effectively. Some of these subsets consist of algebraically independent numbers which have the power of the continuum.
More specifically, let ||a:|J denote the distance of x to the nearest integer. Let {Pi, • ■ • , P,\, {Qi, • • ' , Qt} be finite sets of primes and letc^l, O^M^L Let (1) P = P*P', P' = Px--P:', q = QÏ---Q7, where pi, • • • , p., <fi, • • • , Ot are non-negative integers, and p* is any integer satisfying (2) 0 < p* ^ cp".2 Theorem I. Let 5>0, 0^/x^l, a>0, a real algebraic. Then the inequality 0<\\ap/q\\ <q-^+s'> holds only for a finite number of p, q of the above form with p 2ï aq, provided that 3=1 if ¡x = 1. In addition, for almost all real r-tuples (a\, • ■ • , a,), r^l, the set of inequalities (3) 0<\\aip/q\\ <r°"r+i), i=l,---,r, has only a finite number of solutions in p, q of the above form with p^aq, provided that q = l if p. = 1.
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1 Part of this work was done while the author was at the University of Oregon.
»Since p=p*p', this inequality is equivalent to 0<p*ècva~^KP'yKl'i') for OáM<LFor/»=l it becomes vacuous, i.e.,/)* is unrestricted.
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use In fact, we can take S0= T0= {1, 1, • • • } ; if p->0, it suffices if N is sufficiently large to satisfy (^)"«1-"'(l-Co"1/(1""))>2 for both 5Mand T". For fi>0 it can even be arranged that all r< (i>N) in S" and r" be distinct primes j^P. In this case N must, in addition, be so large that the interval
contains a prime >P for all i ^ TV, and that these intervals be disjoint for all i ^ TV. Using these sequences, a real number can be constructed for which (3) has an infinity of solutions in integers p, q of the form (1) subject to (2). But first we show that there are not too many such numbers.
Theorem III. Let 5>0, a>0. For fixed Og/i^l, let R(ji) be the set of all real r-tuples (ai, • • • , ar)for which (3) has an infinity of solutions in p, q of the form (1) subject to (2) with p^aq. Let R = \JoSn&i R(p).
Then R has measure 0.
Theorem IV. Let 0<5<1-p., c>\. For each 0^ju<l there exists an everywhere dense subset of Liouville numbers a for which ||a£/<z|| <£-("+«) has an infinity of solutions in p, q of the form (1) subject to (1) subject to (5).
Theorem V. Let Q£p<\, 5>0. Each of the following four sets is algebraically independent over the ralionáis and, for any number £ of these sets, ||£p|| <p-<*+s> for an infinity of p of the form (1) subject to (5) From Theorem IV there follows, in particular, that for each a for which (3) (with r = l) has only a finite number of solutions, there exists a sequence {ß} of real numbers converging to a, such that (3) has an infinity of solutions p, q of the specified form for every 5>0 if a is replaced by ß.
The sequence {a*} considered in Theorem V constitutes an independent set for each (fixed) p. in [0, 1). The case p = 0 is the case usually considered [3] , [4] , [7] , [9] . On the other hand, p is not fixed in the sequence {ßk}. The number /3* is associated with the value p = (l+k)-\ Indeed, p«G51/2 implies P^'g^^P*"». Choosing
Co to satisfy Kcl^c and letting p = (l+k)~1, we have p*c»*)U/u-/.> áróác1/(1-")P*(ii)1',/(1_''), which is equivalent to (5). The numbers <x(x) and ß(x, y) each form a set with the power of the continuum. For fixed y, the numbers ß(x, y), form a subset with the power of the continuum, each number of which corresponds to some value a = x in (0, 1). For fixed x they also form a subset with the power of the continuum.
2. Proofs. We require a Theorem of Ridout [8] : Let a be algebraic by the right-hand side of (6). Hence (¿>')x^a1-r, and for any j/>0, X> -7j for all sufficiently large p'. Hence O^p^l, and there exists an infinity of p, q of the form (1) subject to (6) and (7) (p'y-ú <f < (p'Y-'+t, satisfying 0< \onp/q-«¿| <p-(SlT+l), *'=1, • • • , r, where m¿ is the nearest integer to ctip/q.
Let U = Uiq. If v < 1 (and hence J" < 1), then m, < aipq~l + 1 áa<(í')1/(1_r)r1+l úaiq'ni-')+1 á c^'/d-'), by the right-hand side of (6) and the left-hand side of (7) infinitely often. But if f<l, then
by the right-hand side of (7) and the left-hand side of (6), where r¡ > 0 is arbitrarily small with e. If f = 1, then p.=v = 1 and g = 1 = p1-'. * Added in proof. If (6) does not hold, then pt<p* á^~e must hold. In this case we define X by (í')1-^ = S1"í_', and the exponent of g in (7) becomes 1-f -t. Similarly, the e in (7) may have to be put on the left side, in which case the remainder of the proof is again modified slightly. for an infinity of pm.k = p, and ak is transcendental by Ridout's Theorem. (Since the first terms of the series defining ak can be chosen at will, the numbers a* are also everywhere dense.) The same proof holds for the Liouville numbers.
For proving Theorem V, we use Schmidt's independence criterion for Liouville numbers [9] : Let («i, • • • , an) be an n-tuple of reals such that for every d>0 there exists an integer p with 0 < ||a4i|| < (\\aip\\ ■ ■ ■ llflfc-iill)'*1-"', ft -1, -• • , ». For the numbers a* the criterion is applied with ph^ptP"1, p*G"S>, n\\ h, for the ßk with p* = P?PnM, p?G5i/2, n!| A, and for the a(x) it is applied with ph=p*(h)Ph', p*(h)eU, PA*<p*(A)<P4+*\
